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Not a moose but an elk.

An Irish Elk. 
Most recent fossil,  

7700 years old.



Among the trees within the glade 
There lives a beast they 
call a shade

An ancient calm enduring will 
Who guards his sacred beauty still

Beware you hewers! Turn away! 
His mighty antlers bar your way 
But have no fear, o’eyes that gaze 
The emerald green and golden rays





WHAT IF?



We have the problems and we have the 
questions, but the only questions we seem 
to ever ask are the ones that can be 
answered by ‘more’ or the ones that can be 
answered by ‘no’.



More transparency. 
More safety. 
More tolerance.



No diversity. 
No inclusion. 
No [insert word here].



If you look at it that way, you could say that 
first of all, we dont know what our problems 
really are. We dont know, in other words, 
how to make constructive demands for an 
improved, better-working environment.



A ‘PERSON’



BALTISAR 
GRACIAN

1601 - 1658



2. CHARACTER & INTELLIGENCE 

The poles your talent spins on, 
displaying your gifts. One 
without the other brings only 
half success. It is not enough to 
be intelligent; you must also 
have the right character. 



22. BE WELL INFORMED. 

The discreet arm themselves 
with a store of courtly, tasteful 
learning: not vulgar gossip, but 
practical knowledge of current 
affairs. They salt their speech 
with witticisms, and their 
actions with gallantry, and 
know how to do so at the right 
moment.



WHAT COULD 
I DO BETTER?



WHAT CAN I DO TO… 
creatively foster responsibility?



WHAT CAN I DO TO… 
shift culture, to create a conscious 

evolution for humanity?



LOVE MORE.



PIERRE 
TEILHARD DE 

CHARDIN
1881 – 1955



Driven by the forces of 
love, the fragments of the 
world seek each other so 
that the world may come 
to being.

Love alone is capable of 
uniting living beings in 
such a way as to complete 
and fulfill them, for it alone 
takes them and joins them 
by what is deepest in 
themselves.



Love is an adventure and 
a conquest. It survives and 
develops, like the universe 
itself, only by perpetual 
discovery.

Someday, after mastering 
the winds, the waves, the 
tides and gravity, we shall 
harness for God the 
energies of love, and then, 
for a second time in the 
history of the world, man 
will have discovered fire.



Seek diversity. 

Character and intelligence. 

Be well informed. 

Love more. 



THANK YOU.

Amy Espinosa 
@dotsandcubes


